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The CHRISTCHURCH TRAMPING CLUB
has members of all ages, and runs tramping
trips every weekend, ranging from easy
(minimal experience required) to hard (high
fitness and experience required). We also
organise instructional courses and hold
weekly social meetings. We have a club hut
in Arthurs Pass and have gear available for
hire to members. Membership rates per year
are $50 member, $70 couple, $30 junior or
associate, with a $10 discount for members
who opt to obtain this newsletter
At the summit, on David Sutton's trip to Mt electronically.
Williams via the Mingha. Photo: Eric Skea
For more about how the club operates, see
the last two pages.

News
CTC / FMC Photograph competition 2018: The days are still getting shorter and the
snow is starting to fall on the mountains, which can mean only one thing... it's time for the
CTC / FMC photography competition again!
As in previous years, we invite members to submit photographs to the CTC club
photography competition. The two best photographs per category will then be put forward
as our club entry to the FMC photo competition. This year, the club competition will be
judged by popular vote of club members at a club night on 5th September.
The categories are the same as last year:
• ABOVE BUSHLINE (With no Human Element)
• ABOVE BUSHLINE (With a Human Element)
• BELOW BUSHLINE (With no Human Element)
• BELOW BUSHLINE (With a Human Element)
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• HISTORIC – (for historic photographs, not photos of historic things.. or photos
taken by historic photographers!).
• NATIVE FLORA & FAUNA
We've decided to add an extra category, just for the CTC competition and just for fun:
• FUNNY – any funny CTC or tramping related photos – no rules for this category,
enter whatever you think will make us laugh!
All photos must be taken in NZ, and with the exception of the “Historic” category must be
taken after 1st Jan 2016. The image files must be jpg or tiff format with a minimum size of
1 MB (this is FMC’s rule, not ours). For full details of the rules, including what exactly
defines a “Human Element”, and what sort of post-processing is allowed, see
http://www.fmc.org.nz/photo-competition/
Send entries to photos@ctc.org.nz - deadline 8th August. With each photograph, please
include a caption and a short blurb about the photograph (where you took it etc) to be read
out at the club night as we go through the entries.
A number of the photos the CTC put forward last year were "Commended" in the FMC
photo competition – let's see if we can do even better this year and get some winners!
Buy, Sell and Exchange Evening (Please Note No Eftpos): Make Money and Get
Bargains! Now that I have your attention, ...July 4th is our annual Buy and Sell evening. It’s
time to sort through your gear mountain and turn surplus items into cash while making free
space in your garage for more gear. Anything to do with tramping, skiing, climbing, cycling,
maps and books, outdoors gear is welcome. If you have a lot of gear, such as maps, and
ski gear, consider listing them on the CTC closed Facebook page so people can see
what’s on offer before the night. Items for sale can also be donated to the club. The
auction will commence after club business, and is a lot of fun. Who will be brave enough to
bid for the pink long johns...
Mid-Winter Breakfast: Venue: The Chateau on the Park. (corner of Deans Avenue and
Kilmarnock Street). Date: Saturday 7th July. Time: Please be there by 8.30 am. Cost:
$25.00 which covers full buffet service and continental breakfast. Children 5-12 years are
$12.50 and under fives are free. Transport and Parking: Plenty of free parking, entry off
Kilmarnock Street. If you need transport, please let me know and I’ll do my best to arrange
a pick-up for you. I have booked for 30 people, in order to get a discount (the full breakfast
buffet is normally $32.00). Please sign up online or contact Kay Taylor by Wednesday, July
4th. You can see me at club night, or e-mail me at kaytaylor30@xtra.co.nz This is a
relaxed and social morning with a "good feed" followed by the Loo-Loo deliberations.
There will be a "Buffet Buster" walk to follow, on the Port Hills or Lyttleton Harbour side of
the Hills.
Club Maps: The metal elephant file cabinet at the back of the Club Rooms has a set of
NZMS 260 1:50,000 maps of the Canterbury Region. The key to the cabinet is kept in the
CTC 3-drawer unit. The maps are for trip planning, so please feel free to use them. The
cabinet and maps have been donated to the CTC from Archives NZ Canterbury. Our
thanks go to Chris Adam for his kind donation.
Wanted – trekking poles: Do you have a spare pair of trekking poles for a retired club
member? Please contact Kay Taylor if you can help. Ph 3584580 or 0221526158. Thanks.
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New Members: Welcome to new members who have joined recently: Heidi Dohn, Craig
Oliver, Anil Kumar and Stuart Gordon. We hope you have many enjoyable days out
tramping with us!

Calendar of trips and Social Events
Trips: Unless otherwise stated, club trips depart either from 'Z' Carlton Corner Service
Station (formerly Shell) at 1 Papanui Road (next to Liquor Land and opposite Derby Street)
or from Caltex Russley on the corner of Russley Road and Yaldhurst Rd. If the departure
point is not specified in the trip schedule, you may assume it's 'Z' Carlton. Day trips usually
depart at 8am on Saturday or Sunday. Weekend trips may leave on either Friday evening
or Saturday morning.
New or prospective members intending to go on any trip must sign up at club night or
contact the trip leader in advance.
Social: We meet on Wednesdays 7:30 pm at the CMLC (Canterbury Mineral & Lapidary
Club) building at 110 Waltham Road, Waltham. This new building, beside and on the south
side of Waltham School, is about 100m south of the Brougham St/Waltham Rd
intersection. Waltham Road is the southern extension of Barbadoes Street. A variety of
social functions are organised, the atmosphere is informal, and tea and biscuits served. If
you can give a presentation or have ideas, please phone Kay Taylor 03-3584580 or email
kaytaylor30@xtra.co.nz. Please note that formalities start at 7:50 pm sharp, and if there is
a guest speaker, he/she will start at 8 pm sharp.
Our Club Hut: In the Arthur’s Pass township, with all the comforts of home including real
showers and inside flushing loos (BYO toilet paper!), but with the mountains at the back
door. A great place for a few days away; take your usual gear and a pillowcase. Please
book and pay before leaving town; the club bank account number is 38-9017-0279838-00
(Kiwibank/Christchurch Tramping Club). Include your name and the words "hut fees" in the
particulars/code/reference fields. Phone Gareth Caves 03 9808224 for booking and key
code; or if he’s away, Chris McGimpsey 027 6573070; or if they’re both away, Rex Vink
3525329. Hut fees are $15 member, $15 member's partner, $20 non-member, $5 kids
under 12. If you find any problems or maintenance required, please contact the hut
convenor, Gareth Caves.
Equipment Hire: The Club has a range of
equipment for hire. The Gear Custodian is
Bernhard Parawa, ph. 337 3125. Note: club
gear assigned to you is your responsibility;
please take care of it. Please put tents inside
your pack. Tents attached to the outside of
your pack can be easily punctured when
bush bashing or even lost. This may result in
serious damage to your bank account!
Please air and dry tents after taking them on
a trip even if they are not used, and report
any damage to the gear custodian.
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Rates for Gear Hire:
Tent

$3/person/night

Ice axes, crampons

$4 per weekend

Harnesses, snow shovel

$4 per weekend

Large/small weekend
packs

$2 per weekend

Helmets

Free

Personal locator beacons

Free

Wednesday 30 May

Club Night

Newsletter Folding Evening: Newsletter folding evening and Lightning talk. Topic will be
advised by e-mail to CTC members. Otherwise it’s a general catch-up with refreshments
as per usual.
Long Weekend 1-4 June Meet 6.30 pm Z
Carlton Corner
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Leader: Lynette Hartley 338-0922

Lookout Range - Fyfe River, near Mt Owen: This trip is largely Grade: Moderateoff track. Climbing up onto the Lookout range from the Owen
Fit with lots
Valley East Road. Travelling north along the tops to 1549.
of off track
Dropping down and crossing Granity pass and over into the Fyfe
travel
River which we will follow back to the cars. The Fyfe has lots of Closed: 24 May
wildlife eg kaka and blue ducks so this is the main reason for
Map:
BR23 BR24
going into this area.
Approx: $50
Long Weekend 1-4 June
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Leader: Andrew Tromans 337-3925
atromans@gmail.com

Scone Hut: Huts, hot pools and stunning mountain scenery.
Leave soon after work on Friday (or earlier if possible) and drive
as far as we can on the west coast. Early start on Saturday
following the track up the Whataroa and Perth Rivers to Scone
Hut. Take a dip in the hot pools, take a walk up Scone creek and
enjoy the awesome mountain scenery. Return the same way. An
alternative destination will be chosen if the weather is not suitable
on the west coast. Limited spaces available.
Saturday 2 June
Departure point: Caltex Russley

Grade: ModHard
Closed: 24 May
Map:
BW17
Approx: approx $50

Leader: David Sutton 0211808081
Davidlsutton@yahoo.co.uk

Mt Misery: Park next to Cass River, follow river to McLeod Grade: Moderate
Stream, follow stream to Black Range ridge, ridge to Mt Misery, Closes: 31 May
scree run to Cass River.
Map:
BX20
Approx: $25
Saturday 2 June

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Tiromoana Bush: This easy trip follows a walkway to the east of
the Kate Valley Landfill and features open farmland vistas,
regenerating forest, wetlands and a remote beach. The track
loops around from the Mt Cass Road and down to A beach Mackintosh Bay, then up to Ella Peak ( 346m ) from where there
are great views. Return via the Ella Ponds Wetlands and back to
the Mt Cass Road
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Grade: Easy
Closes: 31 May
Map:
BV24 BV25
Approx: $15

Weekend 2-3 June
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Leader: Michael Hammond
02108414764
mbahammond@hotmail.com

One Weekend - 3 Huts: The plan is to go to Benmore hut in 13
mile bush first thing on Saturday morning. We will have lunch
there and afterwards head back to the cars. Then its off to Arthurs
pass and the CTC clubhouse. Saturday evening we can socialise
and eat dinner. On Sunday morning after coffee and breakfast we
will go to the Hawdon shelter and head upriver to the Hawdon hut
for lunch. After lunch we will wander back to the cars and then
come home to Christchurch for the rest of the Queens Birthday
weekend. The Hawdon trip involves several river crossings and
you will get wet feet. Staying at the club hut you will need to bring
your sleeping bag, pillow case, towel and food. Hut fees are $15
for members and $20 for non-members. Any questions contact
Michael via email or text/ph.
Long Weekend 2-4 June

Grade: Easy+
Closed: 24 May
Map:

BV21
BW21
Approx: $30 + hut
fees

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 03 358 9125
tortistours@gmail.com

Fowler Hut Base Camp: The Fowler hut is a historic musterers
hut in the St James Conservation area, above Hanmer Springs on
Tophouse Road. We will drive to the hut on Saturday morning
before undertaking 3 x days of easy, mod or hard tramps
depending on the weather and the daily levels enthusiasm. The
two room hut has a cosy open fire, but no bunks so a camping
chair plus an air mattress would be good idea. There is plenty of
space for tents, if any other trampers, hunters or horse riders are
in residence. This is an ideal opportunity for people to tackle some
multiple day trips in this remote area without having to either cart a
large pack, or spend hours travelling in a car. Winter tramping
conditions will apply and with any luck some good snow to play on
with ice & crampons. Saturday 2nd June Easy, Fowler Hut to Mt
St George and return. Mod, Fowler Hut, Mt St George, Mt Catley,
Fowler Pass loop. Hard, Fowler Hut, Mt St George, Mt Catley,
Fowler Pass loop, plus Mt Clara. Sunday 3rd June Easy, Fowler
Hut to Stanley Vale Hut via Fowler Pass, and return. Mod, Black
Serpent loop, via Cardigan Ridge. Hard, Mt Sebastopol Monday
4th June Easy, Fowler Pass, Mt Seymour loop plus a drive to Lake
Tennyson to pick up hard team. Mod, Fowler Pass, Mt Seymour,
Blue Mountain, Duncan Stream loop. Hard, Fowler Pass, Mt
Seymour, Blue Mountain, Mt Kruse, Maling Pass carpark.
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Grade: Easy, Mod
& Hard
options
Closed: 24 May
Map:
BT24
Approx: approx $40

Long Weekend 2-4 June
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Leader: Barry Watson 021668895
bazzaman7@gmail.com

Mt Angelus and Tenting by the Tarns: Idyllically positioned near
a large tranquil lake, awe-inspiring mountains and tarns is the
area surrounding the Angelus Hut. With such stunning scenery, it’s
no wonder Wilderness Magazine awarded Angeles Hut the 2017
Hut of the Year. Experiencing the Nelson Lakes district this time of
year with fresh snow-capped mountains will help create be a
highly memorable Queen’s Birthday weekend. Leaving on Sat
morning, (or Fri night if everyone is able) we will make our way up
the Speargrass Hut track, and since Angelus Hut is already full,
we will tent by the nearby tarns which are at the base of Mt
Angelus. Day 2 we will go up Mt Angelus (peak 2075m, height
gain approx 500m) or do another trek if conditions aren’t ideal.
Day 3 we will return back to the cars via the same way we came.
Snow skills and equipment may be required if attempting to climb
Mt Angelus (easier options will be available.) Contact Barry for
more info.
Wednesday 6 June

Grade: Moderate easy pace
Closed: 24 May
Map:
BS24
Approx: approx $50

Club Night

Avalanche Awareness Evening with OENZ: Tonight Sarah English from Outdoor
Education NZ will be giving a basic overview of Avalanche Awareness in the back
country. With winter looming this is a timely refresher training seminar on making good
decisions in the winter mountains. OENZ will talk about the Back Country Avalanche
Advisory (BAA), which covers where to find avalanche information, how to read the
avalanche forecast and how you might apply that information. They may include a
practical component, but tonight’s talk is more theory related. OENZ is offering a 10%
discount to club members for any courses booked.
Saturday 9 June

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Hinewai Reserve/Otanerito Bay: Hinewai is a beautiful bird and
bush reserve on the eastern side of Banks Peninsula, accessed
from the Summit Road above Akaroa. The trip will start from the
carpark at the end of Lower Long Bay Road and follow the Valley
Track, then Kereru Track up to Jules Knob ( 370m ) from where
there are great views Looking out over the reserve and Otanerito
Bay. Continuing along the Kereru Track, look forward to lunch at
the Visitor Centre. From there, along West Track and Beech
Terrace Track where there is a good stand of Red Beech trees. Re
join the Valley Track, then the Beach Track through to Otanerito
Bay And back to the cars.
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Grade: Easy+
Closes: 7 Jun
Map:
BY25
Approx: $20

Saturday 9 June

Leader: Alastair Brown 338-1324
alastairgbrown@yahoo.com.au

Torlesse and Red Peak: A club classic - head up the Kowhai Grade: Moderate valley (wet feet at the start) and gain Mt Torlesse before
possible
continuing along the ridge to Back Peak and Red Peak. Bring ice
snow skills
axe & crampons and know how to use them. Possibly will need an Closes: 7 Jun
early start, and headtorch should be taken as finishing in the dark
Map:
BW21
is likely. Contact leader for more info please.
Approx: $20
Sunday 10 June

Leader: Michael Hammond
02108414764
mbahammond@hotmail.com

Lunch at Petes stream attempt no.2: Petes stream is at the
bottom of the Binser saddle track, we will not travel on that one
though. Our plan is to drive to the car park on Mt white road where
it meets the Poulter river. Our journey to Petes stream is over an
undulating track of about 7 kms, not a difficult distance. The
Poulter river offers wonderful views up and down the rivers
course, so a great trip for photographers. This is a there and back
trip, we may travel further on after lunch if time and energy allow
Sunday 10 June

Grade: Easy+
Closes: 7 Jun
Map:
BV21
Approx: $25

Leader: Symon Holmes
symon_gnome@yahoo.co.nz

Mt Isobel: Easy Moderate trip up Mt Isobel behind Hanmer. From
the Clarence Valley Road we will follow the track through the bush
before climbing up the ridge to Mt Isobel. There is likely to be a
short detour to the Dog Stream waterfall on the way up or down.
Height gain approx 700m
Multi day trip 11-19 June
Departure point: Contact Leader

Grade: Easy/Mod
Closes: 7 Jun
Map:
BV24
Approx: $25

Leader: Barry Watson 021668895
bazzaman7@gmail.com

YOU’RE INVITED: Tour du Mont Blanc Trek 2018 - A trip of a
lifetime: Nestled among arguably the most stunning alpine
scenery in Europe, the Tour du Mont Blanc trail is a must-do 9-11
day tramp that’s worthy of a high rank on your bucket list. Winding
through the picturque alps of Switzerland, France and Italy, this
170 km trek is an amazing experience you will never forget. If
tramping sometime next June - July with other CTC members
through unbelievable postcard views tickles your adventurous
juices, please send me a quick email to bazzaman7@gmail.com
and I’ll send you further information. Numbers are limited, so
please reply ASAP. Here’s a short video that will give you a taste
of what you could expect to experience on the Tour du Mont
Blanc, https://youtu.be/mIyAqOFBM70
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Grade: Moderate
Closes: 31 May
Map:
BW18
Approx: $TBA

Wednesday 13 June

Club Night

Emergency Shelters: Tonight club and LandSAR member Adrian Busby will be talking
about emergency shelters. If you become unexpectedly caught out over-night, what can
you do to make an emergency shelter? An injury or weather conditions can also cause an
unplanned stop, often in inhospitable terrain. Sometimes a shelter is needed in order to
consult maps/gps, discuss a change of route, or simply to eat lunch out of a gale. Adrian
will be demonstrating some emergency kit items that you should know about, and are
easily carried such as the bothy bag survival shelters.
Sunday 17 June
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Leader: Bryce Williamson 021-02322310 bryce.williamson68@gmail.com

Ben More: Ascend to Pt 1660 m and then Ben More via a "new"
route. From the Acheron River, we will follow the stream running
west, north of Ben More for about 5 km and then climb a slightly
gnarly-looking spur to the ridge to Pt 1660 m. From there, we will
follow the standard Ben More horsehoe route, but looking for a
reasonable scree descent back to the stream. Ice axes and
crampons will be required.
Sunday 17 June

Grade: Moderate
Closes: 14 Jun
Map:
BW21
Approx: $15

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Middle Rock/Conical Knoll: The trip will start at Middle Rock
Station on the way through to Lake Coleridge. Easy tramping on
well maintained farm tracks and up to Conical Knoll ( 746m ) for
lunch. Great views of the Alps, Mt Hutt Range and Lake Coleridge.
A covenant on Conical Knoll protects a stand of matagouri. The
return trip will follow a track through the covenant and back
through Middle Rock Station
Wednesday 20 June

Grade: Easy+
Closes: 14 Jun
Map:

BW20
BX20
Approx: $20

Club Night

Where Did The Native Plants of NZ Come From?: Tonight Matt McGlone, a Research
Assistant with Landcare Research, Lincoln, is talking about the origins of NZ’s unique
flora. We tramp through it, admire it, and even occasionally get lost in it, but where did
our beautiful beech and podocarp forests come from? Did they originate on the
Gondwana megacontinent as many people think, or arrive long after oceans isolated the
NZ landmass? DNA advances, the extraordinary recent plant fossil finds in volcanic
craters in Otago, and the discovery of fossils in Australia and South America closely
related to our fossils have transformed our understanding. Matt will give an overview of
current theories in a hotly debated topic. His talk will be general so come along for an
informative and interesting botanical evening".
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Saturday 23 June
Departure point: Caltex Russley

Leader: David Sutton 0211808081
Davidlsutton@yahoo.co.uk

Mt Foweraker: Park on Highway 73 near Cornishmans Rise. Grade: Moderate Cross Waimakariri, bush bash then climb south ridge to
possible
Foweraker. If no avalanche risk then descend via Hidden Valley. If
snow skills
avalanche risk then descend via south east ridge to One Tree Closes: 21 Jun
Swamp.
Map:
BV20
Approx: $25
Weekend 23-24 June

Leader: Nick Edwards
nickedwards@physics.org

Otehake Hot Pools Solstice Party: Beat the mid-winter blues
with a trip to what some consider to be the best hot pools in the
area! The tramp starts at Aickens Corner; after crossing the Otira
River it is an easy stroll along the Taramakau and up to Lake
Kaurapataka.The flood track along the Otehake River can be a bit
challenging but we might be able to follow the river if we are lucky.
The trip in should only take a few hours so there will be plenty of
time to soak in the pools, and we’ll share a potluck supper, making
this an excellent social trip. On Sunday we’ll return via the
Otehake and Taramakau.
Sunday 24 June

Grade: Easy/Mod
Closes: 14 Jun
Map:
BU20 BU21
Approx: $30

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 03 358 9125
tortistours@gmail.com

Tortis Tour 22: A beginners guide to getting lost and what to do
about it, plus some general navigation & bushcraft skills. Bring
your normal day pack & gear, a good lunch and a sense of
humour â" some pre-torn clothes may be usefull as the trip does
involve some bush bashing. Bring your GPS and/or compass if
you have one , but it is not essential because they will be provided
for the navigation part of the exercise. We will stop at the
Rangiora pub for tea and a debrief on the way home, because the
trip lasts till 5 - 6pm depending on your navigation skills. NB the
trip is normally limited to 4 x people at a time.
Sunday 24 June

Grade: Moderate
but at an
easy pace
Closes: 21 Jun
Map:
Approx: $20

Leader: Michael Hammond
02108414764
mbahammond@hotmail.com

Wharfdale Hut: Situated in the picturesque Lees valley,
Wharfdale hut is an easy walk in from the road. Just over 11 km of
mostly flat travel. we follow a 4 wd track to the Townshend river
and then over the river and follow the bush track to the hut. No
particular height gain but there are river crossings so wet feet are
inevitable. Lunch is at the well appointed hut and then we return
by the same track.
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Grade: Easy
Closes: 21 Jun
Map:
BW22
Approx: $15

Wednesday 27 June

Club Night

Newsletter Folding evening: Newsletter folding evening and Lightning talk. Topic will be
advised by e-mail to CTC members. Otherwise it’s a general catch-up with refreshments
as per usual.
Saturday 30 June

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Mt Vulcan: A lovely 4 to 5 hour easy trip with around 200m height
gain. Mt Vulcan (412m) overlooks the sea in the coastal hills just
north of Waipara and there are good views of the coast and
Motunau Beach. Plenty of farm tracks to follow and return via
nearby Mt Venus. Round trip around 10kms
Weekend 30 June-1 July

Grade: Easy
Closes: 28 Jun
Map:
BV25
Approx: $20

Leader: Eric Skea skea.eric@gmail.com

Pfeifer Biv, Mt Pfeifer: A trip close to the road but with a real
back-country feel. You start at the Deception swing bridge on the
Highway 73, follow Paratu stream up to Waharoa Saddle before
climbing to the tops on a cut route. Then easy tussock tops are
followed to Pfeifer Biv which has good camping beside it. Day 2 is
a little harder, up and around Mt Pfeifer before descending the
long spur to Lake Kaurapataka. Some bush bashing required. The
track is then followed back to the road. Note: this often appears in
the newsletter, but that’s not because the trip leader really likes
repeatedly visiting Pfeifer Biv. Alternative trips have been run
instead due to unsuitable weather near the Main Divide. Fourth
time lucky!
Weekend 30 June-1 July

Grade: Moderate+
(requires
snow skills)
Closes: 21 Jun
Map:

BV20 BV21
BU20
Approx: $30

Leader: Symon Holmes
symon_gnome@yahoo.co.nz

Pinchgut Hut: Pinchgut hut is a 9 bunk hut out the back of Mt Grade: Moderate
Thomas. From the Wooded Gully campground we will climb the
but at an
Wooded Gully Track to its junction to the Ridge Track. We will then
easy pace
follow the ridgeline northwest before going down a spur to right Closes: 21 Jun
and dropping down to the hut. Height gain of approx 700m.
Map:
BW23
Approx: $15
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Wednesday 4 July

Club Night

Buy, Sell and Exchange Evening: It’s time to dust off all that un-used gear that’s been
replaced with lighter and dearer versions, and turn it into good hard cash whilst equipping
your fellow trampers. Yes it’s the Club’s Buy, Sell and Exchange Night, and always a lot
of fun. Come along and practice your auction skills! Boots, ski’s, jackets, packs, ropes,
crampons, tents,...these were some of the items on sale last year. Good quality items
only please. Also, please bring cash as there is no Eftpos available. Items may be
donated to the club to sell for the benefit of the club coffers. (Last year the club raised
$100 from donations which was greatly appreciated). There were some great bargains
gained last sale, so don’t miss out- see you there!
Saturday 7 July

Social Event

Annual Mid-Winter Breakfast Saturday July 7th 8.30 am: It’s time for the hearty
Annual Mid-Winter Breakfast, followed by the awarding of the Loo-Loo Trophy! Venue:
Chateau on the Park, corner Kilmarnock and Deans Avenue by Hagley Park. Time: 8.30
am. Cost: We’ve got a discount price for full buffet of $25. Children 5-12 yrs $12.50 and
under fives free. The menu has continental and buffet options, and I have booked for 30
people at this stage. Please sign-up for the breakfast by either: trips online or e-mail me
at kaytaylor30@xtra.co.nz or text me on 0221526158. The list closes Wednesday July
4th or thereabouts. Let me know if you need transport. The "Buffet Buster" easy walk will
leave from the Chateau after the Loo-Loo Award. Details of the walk decided closer to the
date, probably something on the Lyttleton side of the Port Hills. Hope to see lots of club
members up early and socializing!
Saturday 7 July

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Sumner/Godley Head/Taylors Mistake: This trip in the eastern
section of the Port Hills will start part way up Evans Pass Road
and follow the Scarborough Bluffs Track up to Evans Pass. Once
on top, we can have a good tramp out to Godley Head to explore
the gun emplacements, before dropping down to Boulder Bay for
lunch. From there, on to Taylors Mistake where we re join the
Scarborough Bluffs Track back to Evans Pass Road. Round trip
around 14 kms, 5 to 6 hours

Grade: Easy
Closes: 5 Jul
Map:
BX24
Approx: $5

Trip Reports
14 April 2018

Sudden Valley
In the week before this trip there were some fierce storms that had caused havoc around
the country, including knocking out the power to some 128,000 homes in Auckland. There
was plenty of snow in the mountains in the South Island, and our main concern was
possibly not being able to cross the Hawdon river right at the start of the tramp. To make
sure that we weren’t left with nowhere to go, we had a backup plan – AntiCrow hut, no
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river crossings. There was also Halellujah Flat available, and I made sure I had the maps
for each of them. I’d been watching the weather forecast, and rain-wise it was looking
pretty good. Temperature was another matter – the predicted overnight low for the Sudden
Valley Biv was a chilly -7, and the high was going to be zero. Clearly it wasn’t going to be a
warm walk.
We set out as usual from the Z on Papanui Rd, and on the descent from Porters Pass we
drove into a complete white-out which continued for some time. Luckily it started to clear
as we neared the Hawdon shelter, and by the time we were walking the mountains were
starting to emerge from the fog. We had barely left the cars when Emma discovered that
she had forgotten to put the memory card into her camera. Fortunately John’s mobile
general store had one in stock, so she was quickly back in business. This is why my pack
is generally heavier – I can deal with all kinds of emergencies.
The river crossing wasn’t a problem at all, although Paulette, Monica, and I did link up for
the crossing, mostly for a bit of practice. After that crossing we were solo all the way. The
entrance to the Sudden Valley isn’t far up the Hawdon, and the sun was shining up the
valley as we entered. Pretty soon we were into the first on many crossings of the Sudden
Valley stream. In the sun it was pleasantly warm, but in the stream, as soon as the water
came over the top of my gaiters I felt like a knife was cutting into my legs. There’s no track,
you just work your way up the stream, and before long it’s just scrambling over boulders
and criss-crossing the stream constantly. Once the boulder-hopping starts, it’s like that for
most of the trip. There are a few track markers where there is a track into the forest to get
around some impassable parts of the stream.

Paulette uses the rope to negotiate the difficult bit. Photo: John Kerkhofs
Eventually we reached the scree chute that is a steep climb to get around the impassable
Barrier Falls. The decision was made that we would attempt to go to the falls, which are
not that much further upstream. Before long we got to a slightly tricky crossing where two
of the party decided that they’d rather not attempt it, so the rest of us left them behind and
carried on a bit further. It was only another 300 metres to the falls, according to the GPS.
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We got across the stream OK, and I caught up with the lead trampers a bit later at a place
where it was suggested that as I was the tallest, perhaps I could carry the others across. It
didn’t look that deep, but we had covered about 100 metres in 20 minutes, with another
200 metres to go to the falls. That looked like two hours before we rejoined the two
abandoned trampers who were sitting in the cold shade, which didn’t seem particularly fair.
There was a nice flat sunny spot right where we were, and it would have been ideal for a
lunch break before attempting the final 200 metres, but without the other two.... Reluctantly
we abandoned the waterfall attempt and headed back.
With the party reunited we were soon at the scree chute, and the faster trampers were
already well up it when I arrived. By this time Paulette’s knee was giving her a bit of grief,
so she wasn’t to0 confident about tackling the scree. After making sure that the rest of the
party had a PLB with them, Paulette and I made our way back downstream to a small
sunny spot where we settled down for a lunch of hot soup and bread rolls. Boots and
socks came off and we warmed our blue toes in the sun. We had easily a couple of hours
to kill before the others turned up, so we made the most of it.
Fed and warmed, we donned the wet boots again and continued down the valley to a nice
wide flat area that was bathed in sunlight. Time for another break. Set up the stove again
and brewed up tea and coffee. Luxury! The views of the snowy mountains along the valley
were marvellous as we enjoyed our rest. We kept a close eye on the sun, and the light
was fading rapidly as we decided that it was time to move before the shadows claimed the
last of the flat ground. We has just got our packs on again when we saw people
approaching – what perfect timing! Reunited, we walked out of the valley as a team again.
The others had climbed the chute to an open area with a bit of a view and had eaten their
lunch up there, and had also found enough snow for a snow fight. That’s all I know about
that part of the trip.
The rest of the walk out of the valley was on the relatively even ground out to the Hawdon
Valley, and we crossed the Hawdon River like it wasn’t there. Into some dry pants and
footwear, and it was off to the Sheffield Pub for refreshments.
The Sudden Valley is particularly beautiful, and I plan to revisit someday. I think a basecamp at the Hawdon shelter and a couple of day walks are called for, perhaps in the spring
when there is still a bit of snow about.
On to the trip statistics – and this is interesting. The GPS failed in a particularly spectacular
manner, and it wasn’t obvious because I wasn’t looking at the time. But you may recall I
voiced my suspicions when we got a little lost on the Ben More trip recently, where I
suspected that the GPS was telling porkies. This time there was incontrovertible evidence
that it was lying outrageously. If you look at the map photos, you’ll see what I mean. On
the return leg it shows us wandering off up the mountain away from the stream and away
from the course we’d walked on the way in, then suddenly we plunge down the mountain
into the stream and up the mountain on the other side, supposedly reaching a speed of 44
km/h and descending from 968m to 680m and then ascending to 950m on the other side.
Through the forest. With no track. That’s a pretty impressive feat of bush-bashing, but I
think I’d remember it if it had really happened. So the stats are a bit of a nonsense, not
helped by the fact that it took about 20 minutes for the GPS to find satellites at the start, so
the first part of the trip is missing.
Trip statistics (for my part of the trip): 11.3 km, Min elevation 571m, Max elevation 886m,
cumulative elevation gain 907m. Total time 5h 15m, moving time 3h 25m. Average moving
speed 3.28km/h.
The walkers were Symon Holmes (Leader), Emma Rogers, Mark Watson, Lorraine Poole,
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Chantal McCarthy, Monika Bratownik, Paulette French, Anthony Clark, and John Kerkhofs
(scribe and photographer).
21-22 April 2018

Black Hill Hut
This was an easy trip to the Black Hill Hut in the Oxford Forest, west of Lees Valley –
yeah, right! We’ve had words with Symon about his novel trip rating system. In his
defence, he did mention the ridge, just not that it was a steep ridge. However 700m height
gain in just over two hours is definitely not easy.
The start of the track is quite close to Christchurch, but the drive into the Lees Valley
always seems endless. We abandoned the vehicles at the start of the track and headed up
the Townshend River on a rather uninteresting 4WD track. There were a couple of
crossings of the Townshend River that hadn’t made it into the trip notes either – not difficult
crossings, but definitely feet-wet crossings. Luckily my gaiters kept most of the water out.
Some others were not so lucky. The weather was pretty good, although clouds were
gathering and the nor’wester was picking up a bit. There were a few spots of rain, but they
didn’t last and it was pleasantly warm for most of the walk.
Just over 9km into the 14.5 km trek to the hut we stopped for lunch at the bridge where the
4WD track ends and the Black Hill and Wharfedale tracks start. After a decent break the
sandflies had eaten their fill and we started off up the steep and not easy ridge track. The
walk didn’t afford too many views, and we stopped several times along the way to regroup.
Imagine my surprise when I was first to reach the hut after about five and a half hours
walking – usually I’m near the back taking photos, but this time I was in the lead by a good
5 – 10 minutes. We were very lucky to find the hut empty, having been told by some 4
wheel drivers that there were four trampers staying there. There were six of us, and six
bunks. Perfect!
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Michael approaching the Black Hill Hut. Photo: John Kerkhofs
Having dropped all the heavy gear in the hut, four of us carried on to the summit of Black
Hill. The hut is in a clearing with no much of a view, but the summit is just under a
kilometre and about 140m climb. We reached the summit in time to see the light on the
mountains before sunset. There was a fairly stiff nor’wester blowing, and it was quite cold,
but the views were worth it. There’s Mt Oxford, the Canterbury Plains, Torlesse Range,
Craigieburn Range, and the Puketeraki Range, to name a few. After a while we wandered
back down to the hut to find that the fire had been lit and the hut was toasty warm. I’m
remembered to bring a couple of candles with me, so it was quite bright inside as well, and
much more pleasant than having LED torches flashing all over the place.
Dinner was promptly dealt with, and after dark Symon and I took our cameras and tripods
into the clearing behind the hut to get some night photos. The skies overhead were clear,
the wind had dropped, and it was relatively warm as we sat in the tussock trying to line up
photos in the dark and get focus on the stars. There was the added bonus of a big
thunderstorm off to the south-east, with the distant clouds lit up by the lightning. We heard
later that Christchurch had been subjected to a rather fierce storm with some fairly large
hailstones. The photography opportunities ware a biut limited in the clearing, and we had
no desire to hike back up the hill, so we retired for the night.
The morning dawned clear and cool, but it was nowhere near the frost that had been
predicted. Still, it was better to be in the hut than in tents. We breakfasted and tidied the
hut, and set off down the Fosters Ridge Track towards the Wharfedale hut. Korimako
(bellbirds) were in abundance, dancing over our heads as we made our way down the hill.
True to form, though, they disappeared as soon as I pulled out the camera. I’ve included
one photo as evidence that they were there. They are almost as difficult to photograph as
the t?tiponamu (rifleman). This track is as steep as the one we’d come in on, with the
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added joy of a little uphill section before the final descent to join the Wharfedale Track.
There was a brief rest for morning tea before we ambled off along the quite flat Wharfedale
track to the eponymous hut. Along the way, and missed by the earlier walkers, was a large
orange track marker with some writing indicating that there was a waterfall only 80 metres
away – 3 minutes! Symon and I felt that it was too close to pass up the opportunity, so we
went down to take a look. Of course the track got steeper as we descended, culminating in
a 2 metre vertical drop to the stream. The waterfall was not very high, but there was a
beautiful pool at the base, and it would be well worth a swim in the summer.
We caught up with the rest of the team at the Wharfedale hut and settled down for some
lunch before the final leg back to the cars. The hut has no water supply, so it was down to
the stream to find water for soup. I went in the wrong direction following the sound of the
water, but ended up bush-bashing my way down to a stream that was at the bottom of a
fairly high drop. At that point I lost interest in water and soup, and settled for a One Square
Meal bar instead. Dylan went in a different direction and had more success, but I just
couldn’t be bothered any more.
It was a short distance from there to the 4WD track, and the long walk back to the cars.
There were the river crossings again, but there seemed to be a few more this time. I still
managed to get across with relatively dry feet, and after 6hrs 45m we were back at the
cars. Before long we were at the pub in Oxford tucking into the usual chips and burgers
before heading home to Christchurch. It had been a good trip, not easy, but then if it had
all been like the easy 4WD track it would have been boring.
Trip statistics: 11.3 km, Min elevation 356m, Max elevation 1337m, cumulative elevation
gain 1840m. Total time 13h 22m, moving time 9h 36m. Average moving speed 3.9km/h.
The walkers were Symon Holmes (Leader), Michael Hammond, Heidi Dohn, John
Shrewsbury, Dylan Roberts, and John Kerkhofs (scribe and photographer).
5-6 May 2018

The Cameron Hut
The original plan was to join Symon’s Sunday trip to Mount Haast. We were going to go a
day earlier, walk into the Klondyke Valley and spend the night camping at the Marble Hill
DOC campground. Unfortunately the weather forecast showed that we would be setting up
our tents in the rain, and then after 20 mm of rain overnight we would be packing up in the
rain in the following morning. We would then have to wait until about 10 o’clock for Symon
and the rest of the crew to turn up from Christchurch. The prospect of packing up in the
rain and trying to stow everything in the back of my small car was less than appealing, so
we decided we would bail out of the Mt Haast trip and look for somewhere that had slightly
better weather.
After much deliberation we finally decided that the Cameron Hut would be a good place to
visit. The final decision was made about 8:30 the night before as the weather forecast
appeared to have been deteriorating up until that time, however the latest forecast at 20:00
that night showed that there was a marginal improvement, and we thought it was a
reasonable risk. We followed the GPS to a place where the map said the turn-off to the
track was, only to find that there was no road there. It seems that when the route was
transferred from the computer to the GPS it calculates slightly differently to where the
topomap said that the track was. Fortunately the real road was only a few hundred metres
away, and soon we were at the start of the track.
There was already another vehicle there and we saw the four occupants heading off up
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the track about half an hour ahead of us. The first part of the track is quite easy walking
and we made good time. There was not much wind yet, and it was still warm and sunny.
Eventually we caught up with the other four trampers who turned out to be American
students from both Canterbury and Otago universities. They informed us that they were
expecting five friends to be joining them, and none of them were carrying tents, so that
meant that the nine bunk hut would be full. They carried on as we paused for lunch, and
we didn’t meet them again until we got to the hut.

It wasn't quite the top. Looking down the Cameron River. Pyramid is in the shade. Photo:
John Kerkhofs
After lunch it wasn’t too long before we got to the first climb of the trip. There isn’t really
very much height gain on this trip, but after the first half which is an easy walk along the
river, there is a very steep hill to be climbed. It’s only about 150m high, but you certainly
know you’ve climbed it! Just to make it interesting the track is very poorly marked and the
marker for this turn off is a fair distance up the hill. This is the place where I made my
mistake last time I was here and ended up bashing in my way up the river and through the
matagouri. Barry spotted the marker up the hill and we duly made our way to the top and
attempted to follow the track to the hut. At this point the poolrly marked track becomes
almost completely unmarked, and to make it even more interesting is quite often
completely covered by tussock which can be up to waist high. Route finding is challenging,
to say the least. We did end up walking along the river bed for a considerable distance and
for a good deal of the walk we were nowhere near the track that I had loaded into the
GPS. As we got closer to the hut it became even more unclear where we should be
walking, but be kept to the true right of the river and eventually found our way to the hut.
The rain held off until we were only about 15 minutes from the hut, and it seemed a shame
to stop put on raincoats when we were so close, but as there is no heating in the hut it
didn’t seem a smart idea to arrive with wet clothing.
First thing was to get the tents pitched. Barry, Emma, and Monika were dead keen to sleep
in tents no matter what. I am of the opinion that a tent is an emergency shelter and I failed
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to see the emergency. By this time the wind had come up so the tents were thrown up
quickly before the wind and rain intensified. I went and claimed a bunk in the hut fairly
promptly before the remainder of the party arrived. We hadn’t been at the hut for terribly
long when a group of people arrived. We’ve seen them coming up the valley behind us
and assumed that they were the five that the American students were expecting, however
it turned out that although the two groups knew each other the second group was not the
expected one. That was interesting, because now we had 13 of them staying in the hut
and not a tent between them. It was becoming close to an emergency situation but still not
enough to force me to put up a tent in the wind and rain. The students were happy to sleep
on the floor and double bunk, so that suited me fine. Fourteen people in nine bunks is not
too bad. After the tents were pitched, it was dinner time, and there were 17 people in the 9
bunk Hut all trying to make dinner at the same time. That was an interesting experience.
After dinner it was off to bed very early as everybody was tired after the long walk. It was
surprisingly difficult considering that it was only one small steep section, but the terrain is
quite rough and difficult to walk on in places. I think it was about 8 o’clock when the lights
went out and I didn’t hear a peep from anybody in the hut until about 7 o’clock the next
morning.
The wind came up quite fiercely during the night and I was quite surprised that the tents
stood up to it all and that the occupants stayed out there all night long. Barry found out
afterwards that the winds had been up to 80 km/h. The rain fortunately stopped around
midnight and the wind died briefly but then picked up again and kept blowing right through
the night and into the next day. The new day dawned with ferocious winds but clear skies
and a beautiful sunrise on the Wild Man’s Brother Range and the Arrowsmith Range.
There was a bit of a scramble to take photos while the light was good, and breakfast took
second place to the photo opportunities.
The Americans packed their gear up very quickly and efficiently and were gone in no time
at all – although not that efficient as they tried to leave behind a headlamp, a pair of socks,
and a stuff sack. I managed to get those to the last person in their party before they left,
and she undertook to reunite them with their owners. We had a more leisurely departure
and utilised the now empty hut to roll up the tents and pack the bags. The high winds
made tent packing particularly difficult, as Barry found to his cost when his tarpaulin
disappeared at high speed down the valley driven by the nor’west wind. We set off on our
walk down the valley at about 9:15 that morning, with clouds already starting to cover the
mountains, and a few spots of rain starting to fall as we departed. The wind abated slightly
as we proceeded down the valley but for the entire trip it was quite windy and we were
constantly pursued by drops of rain, although not enough that we need to put raincoats on.
After getting over the moraine we found ourselves walking down the river again, which was
definitely not the track that I had followed last time I left the hut. Eventually we managed to
find the proper track, but it was a case of constantly losing the track because it was so
poorly marked and so overgrown by tussock. If I didn’t have the GPS tracked loaded for
the route that I followed last time we would never have found the track. As this is not a
DOC track it uses different markers, and generally the marker is white which is not always
easy to see. For some reason but good number of the markers are painted green, and not
hi-viz green, more of a drab olive green like the army uses to paint their vehicles so that
you can’t see them. It was quite effective at hiding the markers as well.
After 6 hours of losing and re-finding the track we eventually came back to the car,
changed into fresh clothes, and headed off to the pub in Rakaia for some refreshments.
Just as we got out onto Hakatere Heron Road we looked behind us and saw the weather
coming in from the west. The wind picked up very strongly at that point and it looks like we
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made it out just in the nick of time. It was a bit unfortunate about the wind and the rain at
the hut, because we still haven’t been able to do the trip to see the Cameron Glacier. It’s
only about a 90 minute round trip up The Carriageway to a glacier viewpoint, but after the
walk to the hut we were too tired and it was raining, and in the morning we wanted to get
out before the weather closed in. Maybe next time.
Trip statistics: 32.9 km, Min elevation 737m, Max elevation 1316m, cumulative elevation
gain 1208m. Total time 12h 44m, moving time 9h 03m. Average moving speed 3.6km/h.
The walkers were Barry Watson (Leader), Monika Bratownik, Emma Rogers, and John
Kerkhofs (scribe and photographer).
19 May 2018

Huatekerekere – Little Mt Peel
On Monday evening Barry realised that there was no day trip planned for Saturday – a
serious situation indeed. A post in the CTC Facebook group soon attracted suggestions,
and before long my Huatekerekere suggestion became an official club trip. Soon we had
half a dozen trampers signed up, but only one car, leading Barry to wonder how to attract
more walkers with cars. Before too long, however, we were up to 17 walkers and 5 cars,
although the one coming from Oamaru didn’t really count. Still, 16 people in 4 cars was
comfortable, and gave us a bit of extra capacity that it turned out later was very desirable.
As usual we were watching the weather closely in that days leading up th the weekend,
but it turned out to be a beautiful day, bit chilly at first, but it soon warmed up when we
started walking. We regrouped at Rakaia before setting off in convoy to Peel Forest. There
was a discussion about meeting up at Hinds to ensure that we were still in a group, and off
we went. Immediately the GPS objected – apparently Thompsons Track was the better
way to go. But we’d agreed on Hinds, so we stuck to SH1 and crawled our way through
Ashburton, wishing all the while that we hadn’t mentioned Hinds and haad just followed the
GPS. I don’t think it takes a lot longer, but it certainly feels like it does.
Arriving at the start of the track we found the car park completely full – it was going to be
busy up there. We ended up parking a couple of cars on the road just around the corner.
After getting our gear on we gathered at the track start for the briefing and introductions;
lots of new faces today, plus a few familiar ones I’d never tramped with before. Off we
went, with the faster trampers soon disappearing out of sight (although in a forest that’s
not much of an achievement). Unfortunately it wasn’t loo long before one of our part
started feeling rather unwell and unable to continue. Her partner was one of the drivers, so
she had transport, but they had other people’s gear in their car. I walked back with them to
transfer it to my car, and then charged back up the hill as fast as I could to catch up with
the rest of the group, who were now 35 minutes ahead of me.
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The trig station on Huatekerekere. Photo: John Kerkhofs
I was delayed by the need to take a few photos, and I needed to have some morning tea
as I was getting hungry, but I caught up with the tail end of the walkers after about an hour
and a quarter, at Point 775, roughly halfway in both distance and height. The track is rather
steep, and with all the recent rain it was quite muddy and slippery as well. There are also
some rather high steps to negotiate, making the walk somewhat difficult and tiring. I’m not
sure how long the speed trampers took to reach the summit, but I made it in 3hrs 12m,
with the last arrival taking about 3hrs 50m.
After a bit of a rest at the top we started off down Deer Spur to return to the cars. As we
were quite spread out, there was a long pause on the way down to regroup, and after we
moved off again the speed trampers were away again. Those of us walking at a more
moderate pace reached the cars after two hours of walking to find a group of cold trampers
waiting in the shade for the rest of just to turn up. They’d been waiting for half an hour,
because they’d decided to do a bit of running on the way down. All well and good if you
have the energy and young knees to be able to deal with that, but it would have been
better if they hadn’t left the drivers and the car keys way behind them.
We loaded our fourteen remaining trampers into the now diminished fleet of three vehicles
that were heading back to Christchurch – fortunately we had spare capacity. It would have
been terribly inconvenient if we’d set out with full cars. Next stop was the Rakaia pub for
refreshments, this time following the GPS instructions and thereby not going through
Ashburton. After we filled up on deep-fried potato and various drinks, we headed back to
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Christchurch. It was well dark by the time we arrived – the days are getting very short.
Trip statistics: 10.2 km, Min elevation 333m, Max elevation 1311m, cumulative elevation
gain 1101m. Total time 5h 57m, moving time 4h 01m. Average moving speed 2.9km/h. The
distance is correct, but the other figures are skewed a bit by my extra 1.3 km returning to
the cars.
The walkers were Barry Watson (Leader), Anthony Clark, Bill Misselbrook, Cara Simone
Swit, Isabelle Gensburger, Jack O’Connor, Jacqui O’Neill, Jim Western, Kristy Macdonald,
Lorraine Poole, Lucy Ziqian, Lynette Hartley, Mike Norriss, Zack Williams, and John
Kerkhofs (scribe and photographer).

Negotiating May snow, on Barry Watson's Lake Christabel Hut trip. Photo: Barry
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Walking up the beach towards the Waimak rivermouth, and Michael Hammond's
Spencerville Beach trip. Photo: Michael

Snow patch just below Hamilton Peak summit, on Nick
Edwards’ Hamilton Peak/Mt Wall trip. Photo: Bryce Williamson
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“The Walking Englishwoman on the Alps”

You who look at home so charming —
Angel, goddess, nothing less —
Do you know you're quite alarming
In that dress?

Such a garb should be forbidden;
Where's the grace an artist loves?
Think of dainty fingers hidden
In those gloves!

Gloves! A housemaid would not wear them,
Shapeless, brown and rough as sacks,
Thick! And yet you often tear them
With that axe!

Worst of all, unblacked, unshiny —
Greet them with derisive hoots —
Clumsy, huge! For feet so tiny!
Oh, those boots!

Published in Punch 1st August 1893
Sent in by Kayleigh Gilkes
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More about the CTC
CTC Overdue Trips: Members/family/partners or a nominated person concerned about a
trip being overdue should firstly discuss this with a Club Officer when they feel that the trip
is delayed. Club Officers know where to obtain copies of the Trip Lists containing the
names and addresses of the party members with their vehicle registration details etc. This
will greatly assist Police Search and Rescue. The Club Officer can then contact the Police
directly. Concerned people should keep trying different numbers until they actually contact
a Club Officer (do not leave messages).
We recommend you start with Karen Tait, 027 545 7404, or Jonathan Carr, 022 034 4608.
Then try the Club Captain, then the Gear Custodian, then the Presidents, then the Trip
Organisers, then people listed under Our Club Hut – if no contact can be made then the
Police. Refer to the list of Club Officers below, and on www.ctc.org.nz. Members
(particularly Trip Leaders) please discuss this arrangement with your loved ones so they
are aware of this procedure.
Club Officers
President:

Chris McGimpsey 03 358 9125

Vice President: Steve Bruerton

322-6196

Secretary:

Natasha
Sydorenko

0223140684

Treasurer:

Carol Horgan

03 322 8976

Club Captain:

Alan Ross

384-6425

Barry Watson

021668895

Social
Convenor:

Kay Taylor

03358-4580

Gear Custodian: Bernhard Parawa 337 3125
Editor:

New Members
Joshua Johnson
Rep:

0278865868

Day Trip
Organiser:

027 952 2315

Elizabeth Eadon

Overnight Trip
Organiser:

Eric Skea

021 0247 5473

Hut Convenor: Gareth Caves

03 9808224

IT Convenor:

0273656751

Nick Edwards

Access Officer: Ian Dunn

Please have stuff for the next newsletter to the editor
(editor@ctc.org.nz) by 21 June 2018 – Thanks.
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0212141907

